
„Adventure Thailand“ 

Volunteer Report - Chiang Mai, March to September 2014 

 

After many years in the banking industry, the time came for me to try something new. 
It was a big and long-standing wish of mine to work in the non-profit-world and as soon 
as I read about the possibility to engage as a volunteer at Child’s Dream, I immediately 
felt that this was the right thing to do. I was convinced that the two Swiss bankers 
who set up this foundation in Thailand ten years ago must steer this organisation with 
great skill and Swiss thoroughness. I wasn’t disappointed. With only a little travel ex-
perience in the Asian region, but a big sense for adventure, I set out on a journey into 
the unknown.   

One should not underestimate the move to a foreign country where you don’t speak the 
language and where you are not familiar with its culture. I needed some time to settle 
down and to get acquainted with the customs of Thailand. Also, I had to learn to be 
more reserved when it comes to my “German direct” characteristic.  

As a „Special Tasks Volunteer“ I had to handle the following tasks amongst other 
things: 

• Supporting fundraising activities, e.g. evaluating potential corporate donors, apply-
ing for funding and generating project fact sheets  

• Developing project proposal documents and final reports for donors  
• Creating marketing material such as brochures and newsletter articles 
• Planning and conducting staff training about “Child Rights” 
• Updating the contact database and creating a user manual  

All this happened in close collaboration with the project managers for Thailand, Cambo-
dia, Myanmar and Laos. At the beginning, it was not always easy to develop reports and 
proposals without seeing the projects by myself. Therefore, a deep exchange of infor-
mation with the project managers was crucial (thanks to all of you for your patience in 
explaining things over and over again! ). After a while, I got the chance to join two 
field visits: a day trip in Northern Thailand and two days in Mae Sot, directly on the 
border with Myanmar. Together with the project managers, we visited and monitored 
various Child’s Dream projects and it was very fulfilling to see the outcome of Child’s 
Dream’s work with my own eyes.  

Of course my visit in Thailand was not just dominated by work. No less significant was 
everyday life in Chiang Mai. I extremely enjoyed the excellent Thai food in the count-



less restaurants and food stalls, visited many yoga classes and relaxed through lots of 
massages. However, you should take care of mosquitoes (yes, they are able to bite right 
through jeans!!) and of the traffic that can sometimes be pretty crazy. 

All in all, I can say that my six month stay was a very intense and enriching experience. 
On the one hand, Child’s Dream is a perfect example to demonstrate how a non-profit 
organisation works; and on the other hand, the country with its friendly people and its 
culture gave me a new perception of many things.  

Many thanks to the whole Child’s Dream-team! You made my stay unforgettable! Khop 
khun khaa! 

Alexandra Hilble, September 2014 

 

 
Visit to a school in Mae Sot 

 
 

 
Visit to the programme MHEP in Mae Sot 

 

 
Participation at a graduation ceremony 

(NEED)  

 
A nursery in Northern Thailand 

 



 
Workshop of the Basic Education team 

 
 

 
Annual Child’s Dream workshop 

 

 In-house training “Child Rights“... 
 
 

 
... followed by group work 

 
Participation at a cooking course  

outside the city 

 
Food stalls on Wualai Road 

 



 
One of the countless temples  

in Chiang Mai 
 

Beautiful landscape on the way back  
from Mae Sot 

 

 
The Chiang Mai office looks nice  

during the rainy season 
 

 
At the moat 

 

 
Wat Phra That Doi Suthep 

 
Silver temple 

 
 


